twice the spin frequency, to avoid undesirable spin effect. The length of the calibration window play also a role on the calibration, depending if the covered period is stationary or not. On a general way, a long windows lead to a more accurate calibration, but is time consuming, and enlarges the data gap. But a long windows could also lead to a non perfect cleaning of the large sine signal due to the DC field, especially if it is fast varying. In any case, the best compromise must be sought in relation to the nature of the data (stationary waves or magnetopause crossing can require different calibration parameters). This is why we keep available in the Cluster Archive the the level 1 waveform (uncalibrated). It is the expertise of the experimenter that will lead to better results.
-p.694, l.21: (x y y) should be (x y z)?
=> yes, will be corrected -p.696, l.6: What is "tk"? => will be corrected in xk (k in subscript)
-p.699, l.15: "do to" -> "due to"? => it is "to do", corrected -p.700, l.1: "transfer" -> "transfer function" => yes, will be corrected -p.701, l.7: " Fig. 12 " -> "in Fig. 12 " => yes, will be corrected -p.701, l.8: What is "TM"? => TM replaced by "telemetry (TM)" -p.702, l.11: How do you define the calibrated result has a "best" quality? => in fact, it is a difficult question. We propose to add: For instance, if low frequencies are not interesting, it is preferable to filter the data above twice the spin frequency, to avoid undesirable spin effect. The length of the calibration window play also a role on the calibration, depending if the covered period is stationary or not. On a general way, a long windows lead to a more accurate calibration, but is time consuming, and enlarges the data gap. But a long windows could also lead to a non perfect cleaning of the large sine signal due to the DC field, especially if it is fast varying. In any case, the best compromise must be sought in relation to the nature of the data (stationary waves or magnetopause crossing can require different calibration parameters). This is why we keep available in the Cluster Archive the the level 1 waveform (uncalibrated). It is the expertise of the experimenter that will lead to better results.
-p.703, l.8: "build-in" -> "built-in" => yes, will be corrected -p.704, l.26: "Normaly" -> "Normally" => yes, will be corrected -p.706, l.9: "give" -> "gives" => yes, will be corrected -p.708, l.5: What is "NBR"? => sorry, NBR means Normal Bit Rate, changed to "normal bit rate mode (NBR) sampled at 25 Hz" -p.711, l.9: "DC files" -> "DC fields"?
=> yes, will be corrected -p.711, l.15: In Figure 24, 
